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PRIMARY

SUBJECT:
Art & Design

KS/Year Group:

Lesson Title:

Key Stage 

LO:
We
are
learning
aboriginal artwork.

Duration:
about

45 minutes

Essential
Skills met:

National Curriculum targets met (from the KS1
Statutory requirements)

Cross-Curricular
Opportunities:

1. Listening

Pupils should be taught to:

1. History

2. Interpretation

1. Use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share
their ideas, experiences and imagination

2. English

3. Discussion

3. Geography

2. Use the work of a range of artists, craft makers and
designers, describing the differences and similarities between
different practices and disciplines, and making links to their
own work.
3. Use a range of materials creatively to design and make
products.

TIMING
Learning Outcomes: Tell
students what they will learn
and how it relates to their
experience

ACTIVITY
By the end of the lesson, pupils should have a basic
understanding of the history and use of aboriginal art.
They will have done this through looking at examples of
aboriginal symbols and styles and creating their own A3
poster. They also will have considered a range of
different types of families.

Key Vocabulary = aboriginal, artwork, originated, natural resources, woman, man, child, non binary,
lesbian, gay, gender identity, sexual orientation, single parent and families. Teachers to identify
and use key vocabulary dependent on what arises in discussions and activities. Words
discussed should be based on relevant, contextual formative assessment.
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Starter learning activity:
Present new information using
Visual, Auditory and
Kinaesthetic methods. Engage
students attention by using
popular culture

Preparation for learning
5 mins

Discussion 1
Introduce
the
pupils
to
today’s
topic
–
aboriginal artwork. Ask pupils to discuss in pairs what
they think aboriginal artwork is and where it might
have originated from? Explain that aboriginal art
originated in Australia and some of the oldest
examples are over 30,000 years old. Most of the
paintings were originally drawn on cave walls, rocks
and leaves and it also included wood carving and sand
sculpting. The colours used in most original aboriginal
artwork are brown, black, red, yellow and orange. These
are the colours that could all be made using natural
resources (see if the pupils can spot these in the
BBC video).

4 mins

Discussion 2
Watch the BBC clips video about aboriginal painting.

6 mins

The clip introduces the children to some of the
traditional ways of aboriginal painting and talks about
colours, materials and resources used. It also explains
the use of symbols and you can develop this further in
the discussion afterwards. Then
ask
pupils
to
discuss
the
following questions: Why do you think
it’s important that aboriginal art still exists today? Why
do you think dots and lines are used in aboriginal art?
Why do you think that symbols are used so much in
aboriginal art? Draw out the idea that symbols are a
good way of continuity in the artwork and that dots and
lines were easy to draw with sticks and leaves (the main
tool used originally).
Discussion 3

5 mins

Show the pupils a range of aboriginal symbols on the
carpet (this activity could also be done back at tables
and completed individually by pupils). Ask pupils if they
can work out/guess any of the meanings. Then show
the pupils the meanings of each symbol. Mention that
there is tribal variations in the symbols, so some paintings
will have slightly different versions.
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Continue the Learning:

15 mins

Activity: Aboriginal Family Challenge
In mixed ability table groups, each pupil is to design
their own aboriginal painting. Pupils will need to use
the symbols, dots and colours they have learnt about
to make the pictures as authentic as possible.
Explain the additional twist though – pupils are to also
try and include the symbols for as many different types of
families as possible. Show pupils the examples on
the PowerPoint. These families can be put all over the
A3 sheet and then they can fill in the gaps with
other dots
and
symbols.
There
is
an example
of a finished piece of work on the PowerPoint.

Main part of the lesson. Provide
a variety of challenging,
differentiated VAK tasks /
activities, meeting the needs of
all students and all abilities

Review and apply/Plenary
5 mins

Draw back together on the carpet and look at some of
the A3 posters. (This activity could also be done as a
peer-assessment task in partners on tables). Look at
whether or not the work has included traditional colours,
symbols and styles, as well as, seeing how many
different families have been included.
Hopefully, this lesson should have provided pupils
with an initial understanding of aboriginal history and art.
It should also have given pupils a chance to think about
lots of different types of families.

Challenge – Next Steps
How can we move forward?
Where shall we go next?

Explore gender further:
How many genders are there?
Ask pupils to design their own symbol for non-binary,
gender fluid and other genders.
Create further family units.

Support the learning –
Differentiation:

Tasks for students who
need support:

Where appropriate, identify
students and the methods of
support and extension to be
used

Discussions 1,2,3:
Differentiated by teacher-based
formative assessment and
subsequent appropriate
questioning.
Activity: This is a mixed ability
task so HA pupils

Task for students
who need
extension work
Discussions 1,2,3:
Differentiated by
teacher-based
formative
assessment and
subsequent
appropriate
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should be able to support LA
pupils. The activity could also
be completed in pairs if there
are significant needs in the
class. The Teacher or TA to
support any groups with
additional needs.

questioning.
Activity: This is a
mixed ability task so
HA pupils will get the
opportunity to help the
LA pupils. HA pupils
could also peer-assess
work in plenary task.

Something I want you to know about this lesson is?

Celebrate the Learning Plenary:

How did this lesson go? How successful was it?

Students demonstrate in some
way what they have learned.
Recognition of progress. Refer
back to Learning Objectives.

Resources/Equipment needed:
BBC Clips link to piece on Aboriginal artwork
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/znyr87h
A3 sheet of paper for each pupil
Paints – mainly brown, black, red, orange and yellow
Included in this pack:
Presentation with all discussion questions and activities outlined.
Photo sheet of covered symbols (Discussion 3)
Photo sheet of symbol meanings (Discussion 3)

Equal Opportunities and
SMSC: Identify relevant aspects
of the lesson that give a greater
understanding of treating all
equally and fairly regardless of
Age, Disability, Gender, Gender
Identity, Faith & Belief,
Marriage, Pregnancy, Race &
Nationality and Sexual
Orientation

Equality
Act:

Raising awareness of outside associations so as not
to discriminate. It is unlawful to discriminate against
any of the protected characteristics. Download posters
HERE
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Orientation

SMSC:
Promote further acceptance and harmony
between different traditions by enabling students to
acquire an appreciation of and respect for their own and
other cultures.

Identify areas of Spiritual,
Moral, Social and Cultural
development
How has the lesson promoted
British Values?

Encourage respect for other people.
British
Values:

An acceptance that other people having different
faiths or beliefs to oneself (or having none) should be
accepted, and should not be the cause of prejudicial or
discriminatory behaviour.

Please see resources attached.
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Example of different Aboriginal family symbols
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Example of symbols with the meanings covered over
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Example of symbols with meanings
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Example of student’s finished work
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